Excavation Of Section 36

Charcoal Of Grave Type 26D 003

Olive Tone Dark Dusts Previously Identified As Burnt Timber Laths, Associated To Known Wall

Trench 26

Cortex Off To Orange Clay Laver (Sublayer)

In N. Over "Burnt" Area, Consisting Having

Basically Same As More Yellow Clay/Gravel.

Charcoal & Mortar Inclusion

Clay Compacted 1.20 Surface Not Continuous

Cortex Off Easily, Not Well Consolidated &

Overlying Orange Clay / "Burnt" Laver 26

4" Porous Of Floor?

To N. Clay Deposit (Brown) Much Small

Clay Inclusions, Peat Off To Orange Over

"Burnt" Laver.

Rogoff Theory Fire Remains As Trench 26

Compacted Clay Surface @ 0" Overliss 26

Lichts Off To Mixed Interface With Some

Mud In. Of Clay Into Trench 06 26
29/07/07 - Removal Of East Yew 60302
85 From N. Part Sect 06
Exposed To Orange Yew [4478]
Reverse Yew Construction Trench

30/07/07 - Removal Of Roofing Backfill [93]
Opening Of Wall 44 Difficulties
From Construction Trench Fw 04
Soils Mortar (Charcoal Inclusions)
Fast Set Mix As Distinct From
Corner Construction Trench Finds Prades
Wall Core Mortar (Accelerated)

31/07/07 - Removal Of Remaining Torsore 82
To East Of Sect 06 To Expose Underlying
Layers.
01/08/07 - Removal Of Crack Surface

- [ ] Hosting Wall [44] Exterior (Easi) Of Building. Appears To Overgo
  Scraps Coat (Dark Brown) Deposits
  [102 & 103 From 2005 Excavations
  Overgoes Surface Of Wall [44]]

- [ ]

- [ ]

- [ ]

- [ ]

- [ ]

- [105]

- [104]

- [103]

- [102]

- [102]

- [105]

- [110]

- [111]

- [N]

- [110]

- [105]

- [Cuts Off To Parker St27 Lander Extending To East Of Section Same Crack
  Inclusions × Mining Across Interface]

- [105] Sampler Taken For Enviro. Pet.
02/08/07

Soda Mortar Inclusions To N. Of 5000

Within Matrix Ok 105. 108 Appears To South Below 105

104 Extronos Into East 0 Below

Floor Packing 102. Rebar/Cuts/Cut By? 105

Removal/Clarification Ok 100

Looks Like Original Was To East

On Previously Supposed 1st Phase Exposed Wall. Almost Certainly Remains Bit Showing

Above Level 0 On Trove. 1s Places Between Soil 06 & S. Pavilion
06/09/07
Two Senior - Associated Associate
N. Section Interior Of Building.

Removal Of Trees & Debris Under C. 129.
07/08/07

Excavation of W. Interior Dicoma
Vac. 12.4
Excavation of Ft. of Roof Truss
Comes Down to Clay/Gravel Format.

Excavated 153
Mortar/Gravel with Crack
Coming Down onto Sixth Floor with Few Inclusions.
Iron Nail? Remove from Base of Pit.